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There are five activities for a different part of communication, each day.  

 You can work through them in order and complete one activity for each part of communication, each day.  

Talking Children who have difficulties learning to talk are less likely to ask the names of things or say if they 
do not understand a word. It helps if we teach them new vocabulary. 

Mon 

Spend 10 minutes a day playing alongside your child, copy their ideas and join in but don’t lead. 
Try not to ask too many questions or direct your child in what to say. Comments add to your child’s ideas, questions are a 
test. Playing alongside your child and offering a commentary e.g. Oh no! dolly’s dropped her drink!  By doing this you will 
be showing your child good models of language without putting any pressure on them to say it back.  
There are lots more tips about how children develop language here: 
https://ican.org.uk/i-cans-talking-point/ 

Tues 

Teach simple vocabulary first then harder vocabulary. At first go over simple vocabulary e.g. 

. • Food • Clothing • Household items • Toys • Animals 

Then talk about the characteristics of the objects e.g. You can talk about • What it looks like? • What is it similar to? • 

Where do you find it? • What sound does the word start with? • How many beats/syllables are in the word? 

 

Weds 

Think about sentence building with different TYPES of words  
 

If they say…………. You could add And say … 

Dog! An adjective what is it like…?’ Big dog 

Look bird A verb, what is it doing? Yes, look a bird flying 

Shoes on A pronoun – who does it belong to? Molly’s shoes on! 
 

Thurs 

Talk about what we are doing together: Everyday tasks like sorting washing, putting shopping away can all be talking 
times. Use actions and signs when saying key words. I will understand and use the word better. Keep your language to 
my ‘here and now’. If you talk about what I am doing, your words will mean more to me. I will remember those words and 
use them later. 

Fri 

Messy play is a great way to help children explore with their hands and hear describing words , messy, sticky, gooey, rough 

  
 

Understanding. Children need time to understand what you have said, to understand the meaning of each 
word and what it means in that sentence. Start at a level your child understands and then build up. 

Mon 
Read a familiar story together – can your child tell you what happens. Talk through each page and use objects/toys to act 
out the story in stages. 

Tues 

Same and Different: Animal Feely Bag (you can use toy cars/other animals/toy food etc too) 

 • Find some identical pairs of toy animals. 

 • Put one set in a feely bag and stand the other set on the table/floor 

 • Select one of the animals on the table. 

 • Say, ‘Let’s find an animal that’s the same’ 

 • Get the child to put their hand in the feely bag and pull animals out one at a time. 

 • At first, they are more likely to pull out a different animal, so comment that the animal is different (until they find the 
matching one).  

• When all the matching pairs have been found, pick up a random animal and ask them if they can find another animal 
which is the same or different. 

Weds 
Playdough: Use Playdough and cutters of different sizes. You can use cardboard shapes if you don’t have cutters. Cut out a 
shape that is big or little. Talk about the shapes you’ve made i.e. big star, little square. Have fun! Find a no-cook playdough 
recipe here: https://theimaginationtree.com/best-ever-no-cook-play-dough-recipe/ 

Thurs 
Positional words – where is Chatty Bear, cut the pictures up, hide them around the room and see if your child can spot 
them. Talk about where Chatty Bear is and emphasise the position word. Pick one of the cards and see if your child can 
hide a favourite toy in that position for you to spot.  



Fri 
Finding big/little toys once the objects are sorted ask your child to pass the objects back to you e.g. ‘Pass me the big cup’, 
‘Pass me the big teddy’. When you first start working on this concept, ask for all the big objects first and then all the little 
objects. Once your child can do this easily, make it more difficult by asking for the objects in a random order.  

 

Attention and listening: Being able to focus on a person or object/action is key to learning what that object 
is for, what is called and how to use it. Try activities little and often and keep it fun! Remember to turn off 
the TV and put your phone down whilst you play. 

Mon 

Make a shaker: To make a shaker you will need, aplastic bottle or old food box. Something that will rattle! Use what you 

have at home 😊 Some ideas: Rice/lentils/dried peas/chickpeas/beans/beads/dried pasta. 
- Take your plastic bottle/food box and put a handful of rice/lentils/pasta etc in. 
- Make sure you have sealed up all ends or put the lid on tightly and you are ready to play! 

Stop and Go 
Help your child to listen for key words. 
Everyone puts their shaker on the floor 
An adult says “sshhh” and gestures with their finger on their lip 
Then say “ready……steady….go!” 
Encourage all the children to pick up their shaker and shake it 
Then the adult holds out their hand and says “stop!” 
Sometimes instead of saying “go”, say a different word to make sure the children are listening – 
“ready….steady…bananas!” 
 
Loud and Quiet 
Use your shaker to make quiet and loud sounds 
Put different things in bottles and listen to each shaker to see if they are different…using feathers in one and pasta swirls 
in another to see which one will make the most noise! 
 
Dancing 
Play music and dance with your child while you shake your shaker. Stop the music suddenly and get everyone to put their 
shakers down. Remember to add simple language to your actions - “mummy’s shaker is up!” “Billy is 
spinning!” “Daddy’s shaker is loud!” “Shaker’s still…music has stopped” 
 
 

Tues 
Make a den with a blanket. Use clothes pegs, a washing rack or a big cardboard box to make a cosy space for your child to 
use. Add cushions and a torch for fun. Look at books together or follow your child’s play ideas together in your cosy space. 
 

Weds 

Sing songs and rhymes together - Songs are a playful way to learn language, develop shared attention, help memory skills, 
and help children follow instructions. Action songs and nursery rhymes are also great for supporting learning signs. 
Children often enjoy ‘filling in the gaps’ if a word is missed out in a song, e.g. ‘twinkle twinkle, little..?’. Your could try 
Wheels on the bus/Old MacDonald/if you are happy and you know it/row row your boat   

 

Thurs 
Turn-taking activities - take turns to put a brick on a tower then knock it down, roll a ball to each other, take turns to put 
pieces in a simple inset puzzle.                                                      

Fri 

Dolls, teddies, TV characters and play Getting involved in your child’s play is an excellent time for developing language 
and play skills. Play alongside your child. Comment on what they are doing e.g. “Oh look, Peppa’s jumping”, “Look, 
Woody’s eating”. Model simple pretend play such as putting Buzz to bed or giving a banana to Mr Potato Head and see if 
they can follow simple instructions. 
 

 
Speech Sounds Before children can start to learn speech sounds, they need to be ready! The following games 
and activities can be used to help improve early listening skills and to make children aware of the sounds 
they can hear around them. Remember to keep the activities fun –keep activities short to start with.  

Mon 
Actions to sounds games. Make up games where you child runs when they hear one sound (a whistle, a letter sound, 
humming, clapping) and jump when they hear another. This is lots of fun to make up different actions together and works 
really well with more than one child too! 

Tues 
Syllable clapping helps children hear the different parts of words: Clap the syllables of important words such family names, 
pets and favourite foods. Play games and encourage your child to clap the number or syllables in a word. Put some objects 
in a bag or pillow case. Take turns pulling out and object naming it and clapping out the syllables 



o Dog = 1 clap (dog) 
o Rabbit = 2 claps ( ra - bit) 
o Butterfly = 3 claps (bu – ter – fly) 
o Helicopter = 4 claps (he – li – cop – ter) 

Weds 
Exercise for our speech muscles: Make different shapes with your lips in front of a mirror and encourage the child to copy 
you, for example, “oo” “ah” “ee” “mm. Puff out your cheeks and try to keep the air in by keeping your lips closed – see if 
the child can copy you! Blow pieces of tissue, feathers or ping pong balls – try with a straw too!  

Thurs 
Listening for everyday sounds: When you are outside or at home encourage them to listen out for sounds around them. 
For example, noises of the bus, a car, a train, birds singing etc. Talk about these sounds with your child –are they noisy 
sounds? Or quiet sounds? 

Fri 

Which one am I thinking about? Put three toys out and give your child a rhyming clue about which one you are thinking of. 
For example, you could put out three farm animals such as cow, sheep and pig and say “I am thinking of one that rhymes 
with “dig”.” If they find it tricky then say the pairs of words for them. E.g. “dig –cow; dig –sheep; dig –pig –which one 
sounds the same?” 

 

Chatty Bear 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


